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 | 477 In contect: But I am not. ➙ In første spørgsmål: Jeg er ikke i fokus ➜ In andre spørgsmål: En TOLD 18) ➜ How to
translate the following into French? The football team scored a goal and won the game. J’ai vu le groupe de football marquer un
but et gagner la partie. La machine à coudre a produit 4 vêtements. ➙ How to translate the following into French? The football
team played yesterday. Do you want to take a walk in the park? Voulez-vous aller faire un petit tour dans le parc? I don’t know.
Do you know how to use this? Vous connaissez comment ça fonctionne? ➙ What do you call… …a person who goes shopping
with his or her spouse and family? A person who shops with his or her spouse and family is called a ➙. ➜ What do you call…

…a person who visits a supermarket with his or her spouse and family? A person who shops in a supermarket is called a ➙. …a
person who visits a DIY shop and buys stuff? A person who buys stuff in a DIY shop is called a ➙. …a person who shops at a

hypermarket with his or her spouse and family? A person who shops in a hypermarket is called a ➙. …a person who goes
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shopping with his or her spouse and kids? A person who shops with his or her spouse and kids is called a ➙. …a person who
visits a shopping mall and buys stuff? A person who buys stuff in a shopping mall is called a ➙. 82157476af
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